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Teaching notes on 10.04 Third group nouns in the plural 

Slide 1  

Learning objective: To learn about third group nouns and their plural endings.  

After saying ‘salve’ to Iucundus, mouse-clicks on this slide will make Iucundus ask, ‘quid 
Latine est [picture cue]?’ (‘What is the Latin for …?’). Students will be given a clue as to the 
start of the word: ‘est f……’ – (‘it is a …’). The answer here is ‘feles’. 

Slide 2 

🤓💬 A game Word Roots Challenge, to recap on the vocab we’ll be using in today’s 
lesson and written exercise. However, there’s a bit of a difference as the game is played 
differently to the usual way. Rather than giving the students some English vocabulary to 
match up with the correct Latin root, this slide pops up a Latin word and picture stimulus. 
Once you’ve checked that the students understand the meaning of the Latin word, you can 
ask them (individually, in pairs or table teams) to write down as many words as they can 
think of in English that come from that Latin root. As more Latin words appear, the list will 
get longer. Once all the words are displayed, go round the class and collect all the derivative 
English words written down and see how many you have (maybe even see which 
student/pair/team has the most). 

If you’re ever unsure whether an English word comes from a particular Latin root, either you 
or the students can research it using Google and the search term ‘etymology’. This will give 
you a lovely history of the word’s origin like this: 

 

 

Slides 3-8 

🤓💬 Quick Fire Sentences containing third group nouns as we’ve experienced them so 
far, i.e. in the singular subject and object forms. All the vocabulary is listed by word class 
and picture-cued at the left of the screen, but you may want to check the class remember 
the English meanings of the words. The pupils are cued to start the o-s-t chant by the 
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appearance (on mouse-click) of the familiar picture in the top right-hand corner. They are 

then cued on further mouse-click to chant through ‘esse’  🤖 robotically, 😡 angrily, 🥶 
shivering and 🤫in hushed tones. Finally, on the 💥 cue, the students can play a game of 
Explosive Endings to remind themselves of the past continuous.  

The next mouse-click will bring up a series of sentences with the verb appearing first. 
Encourage the class to translate the verb before clicking to add further words to the 
sentence. The sentences are: 

Slide 3: feles matrem audit [The cat hears the mother.] 

Slide 4: mater patrem vexabat [The mother was annoying the father.] 

Slide 5: vivi estis? spero! [Are y’all alive? I hope (so)!] 

Slide 6: ‘soror infantem bene curabat [The sister was looking after the child well.] 

Slide 7: frater canem in aquam ponit [The brother puts the dog into the water.] 

Slide 8: ‘miles malus urbem delet!’ clamat rex [ ‘The bad soldier is destroying the town!’ 
shouts the king.] 

Slide 9 

So far we’ve only seen third group nouns in the singular (subject and object) and this slide 
shows how they end in the plural subject (‘-es’). Mouse-click shows a comparison between a 
sentence with a singular and a plural third group noun (n.b. the verb changes too from a ‘-t’ 
singular ending to an ‘-nt’ plural ending). 

Slide 10 

Partly a blessing, partly a curse, the ending for the plural object is the same as the subject, 
as demonstrated on mouse-click. A blessing as we don’t have to learn another ending… 

Slide 11 

…but a curse as sometimes we have to use our powers of deduction to work out whether a 
noun ending in ‘-es’ is the subject or the object of the sentence. The trick, as shown in this 
slide, is to look at the verb to give you a clue. If it’s singular, the third group noun ending in 
‘-es’ has to be the object as there’s no way a plural noun can be the subject if the verb is 
singular. Mouse-click walks the class through this logic. 
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🚨💩 Stinky info alert 💩🚨 

Of course, there are situations where there are two plural nouns ending in ‘-es’ with a plural 
verb, and here it’s usually the subject noun that comes first in the sentence. Alternatively, 
context would give some idea of the correct translation. To avoid any confusion, the 
students won’t encounter any of these kids of ambiguities on this course.  

Another ambiguity that will be elegantly swerved will be ‘feles’ (cat) which looks the same in 
the plural as it does in the singular. Other grammatical clues can be used in the sentence 
(e.g. adjectives, verbs) or in the context to deduce whether ‘feles’ is singular or plural, 
subject or object, but that’s way beyond the scope of a KS2 course! 

Slide 12 

A summary of the singular and plural subject and object endings for the -us and -a nouns we 
already know, and also the new third group nouns. 

📝 The class are then prompted to move onto the written worksheet, which gets them to 

sort third group nouns and then translate sentences containing third group nouns in all the 
forms encountered so far.  

Slide 13 

The plenary slide: 

Question 1 Can you think of an English word that come from ‘ponere’? [position, depot, 
deposit, compose, oppose, opponent, posture, propose, proposal] 

Question 2 In the new third group of nouns, what two letters make the plural subject 
ending? [-es] And what about the plural object ending? [-es also] 

Question 3 quid Latine est 🌇 ? [urbs] 


